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Abstract— Visual feature extraction with scale
invariant feature transform (SIFT) is widely used for object
recognition. Scale-invariant feature transform or (SIFT) is an
algorithm in computer vision to detect and describe local
features in images. SIFT detects and uses a much larger number
of features from the images, which reduces the contribution of
the errors caused by these local variations in the average error
of all feature matching errors. SIFT can robustly identify
objects even among clutter and under partial occlusion, because
the SIFT feature descriptor is invariant to uniform scaling,
orientation, and partially invariant to affine distortion and
illumination changes. However, its real-time implementation
suffers from long latency, heavy computation, and high memory
storage because of its frame level computation with iterated
Gaussian blurs operations. a layer parallel SIFT (LPSIFT) with
integral image, and its parallel hardware design with an on-the
fly feature extraction. Feature extraction involves reducing the
amount of resources required to describe a large set of data.
Analysis with a large number of variables generally requires a
large amount of memory and computation power or a
classification algorithm which over fits the training sample
generalizes poorly to new sample.

Index Terms— Feature extraction, LPSIFT, SIFT, Keypoint
localization.

I. INTRODUCTION
Scale-in variant feature transform (SIFT) is an
algorithm in computer vision to detect and describe local
features in images. For any object in an image, interesting
points on the object can be extracted to provide a "feature
description" of the object. This description, extracted from a
training image, can then be used to identify the object when
attempting to locate the object in a test image containing many
other objects. To perform reliable recognition, it is important
that the features extracted from the training image be
detectable even under changes in image scale, noise and
illumination. Such points usually lie on high-contrast regions
of the image, such as object edges [3]. However, in practice
SIFT detects and uses a much larger number of features from
the images, which reduces the contribution of the errors
caused by these local variations in the average error of all
feature matching errors.
SIFT keypoints of objects are first extracted from a set of
reference images and stored in a database. An object is
recognized in a new image by individually comparing each
feature from the new image to this database and finding

candidate matching features based on Euclidean distance of
their feature vectors. From the full set of matches, subsets of
keypoints that agree on the object and its location, scale, and
orientation in the new image are identified to filter out good
matches.
1.1 Layer Parallel SIFT (LPSIFT)
Layer parallel SIFT (LPSIFT) with integral image and its
parallel hardware design for we adopted the layer parallel
restricted box kernel to replace iterated Gaussian blur
operations. The computation of box kernel was further
simplified by the integral image approach with Reuse of
sub-kernel sum. With this, the latency of the first feature
point was reduced to several image lines (depending on the
location of that feature point) from several frames.
1.2 SIFT ALGORITHM
SIFT is an approach for detecting and extracting local
feature descriptors from images In order to generate the set of
image features, the algorithm consists of five major
computation steps: Building Gaussian Scale Space, Key Point
Detection and Localization, Orientation Assignment, Key
Point Descriptor .
1.3 Keypoint Localization
We simplified the complex low contrast analysis to be a
low brightness test. For hardware design, we adopted the
on-the fly feature extraction flow so only partial temporal
results have to be stored. . Furthermore, the costly inverse
square root and divider in keypoint localization were
implemented by a low cost universal operation unit with
precision equivalent cycle (PECs) to reduce the gate count.
1.4 Orientation Assignment
In the orientation assignment step, each keypoint is
assigned one or more orientation based on local image
gradient direction to achieve invariance to rotation. In which,
SIFT selects the largest, s-vector, to represent the orientation
assignment. These steps ensure invariance to image location,
scale and rotation.
1.5 Keypoint Descriptor
The local image gradients are measured at the selected
scale in the region around each keypoint. These are
transformed into a representation the Fallows for significant
levels of local shape distortion and change in illumination.
1.6 Gaussian Scale Space
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Key point candidates for SIFT features are obtained
potentially from local extrema of difference-of-Gaussian
(DoG) pyramid. The scale space pyramid (octave) is
constructed by convolving the initial image with Gaussian
kernels repeatedly. After that, the first image in this octave is
downscaled by a factor of two and convolved with the same
set of Gaussian kernels to construct the next octave until a
certain image size is reached.
1.7 SIFT ARCHITECTURE

sequentially. This results in long latency and prohibits the
following DoG computation in parallel that needs at least
three scale images at the same time to calculate the candidates
of features points. Thus, these intermediate scale images have
to be stored until completing DoG computations, which
results in large memory storage.
To assist this parallel computation while reduce the
computational complexity, we use the integral image
approach to create a box kernel with the response similar to
that of the Gaussian filter so as to keep the feature matching
performance as close as that of SIFT but without complex
Gaussian filters. By adopting the integral image approach for
multiple box kernels in each scale, we reduce computational
complexity significantly and enable parallel computation
for all scales.
1.9 LPSIFT ALGORITHM
1.9 Proposed LPSIFT algorithm

Fig. 1.7 SIFT architecture diagram.
Fig 1.7 shows the SIFT architecture that consists of two
stages: scale-space extrema detection and keypoint
localization in the stage one, and orientation assignment and
the local frame descriptor in the stage two. In the stage one,
we adopt the proposed LPSIFT with integral image to reduce
the computation significantly, and further reduce the required
integral image buffer by the on-the-fly computation
scheduling. In the stage two, we adopt the proposed
brightness threshold to simplify computation and implement
the normalization in keypoint localization with a low cost
universal operation unit with precision equivalent cycles
(PEC).
1.8 SIFT ANALYSIS AND LPSIFT DESIGN
Design analysis of SIFT
The design analysis of SIFT for parameters [octave, scale]
= [2, 4].In this table, A is the number of pixels in a frame and
its first level down sampled frame defined a

Where W and H are width and height of the original
frame. B represents the number of feature points. From this
table, we can find that the scale-space extrema detection and
the keypoint localization contribute to most of overall
computation, and require a lot of memory to save intermediate
data frames. In addition, the keypoint localization, orientation
assignment, and the local frame descriptor calculation use a
lot of dividers to compute Taylor expansion and
normalization. This causes hardware implementation
difficult. Thus, how to solve these problems is an important
issue for SIFT hardware design. Another problem for SIFT
hardware is its highly data dependent computational structure.
In the data flow of SIFT, a new scale image has to wait for the
completion of the previous scale image in the Gaussian
pyramid. Thus, different scale images are computed

To solve the data dependency problem, which not only
calculate Gaussian pyramid and DoG pyramid at the same
time but also calculate keypoint candidates proposed LPSIFT
algorithm, which is based on SIFT with three major
modifications: fast scale space extreme detection with layer
parallel Gaussian pyramid and integral image, and simplified
keypoint localization with a brightness threshold. In this flow,
proposed a layer parallel algorithm simultaneously. This
parallel computation reduces storage and latency from
multiple whole images to several image rows. To assist this
parallel computation while reduce the computational
complexity, we use the integral image approach to create a
box kernel with the response similar to that of the Gaussian
filter so as to keep the feature matching performance as close
as that of SIFT but without complex Gaussian filters. By
adopting the integral image approach for
multiple box kernels in each scale, we reduce computational
complexity significantly and enable parallel computation for
all scales. Another problem is the high complexity of Taylor
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expansion. It proposes a low brightness method instead of the
low contrast method to reduce complexity.
Fast Scale Space Extreme Detection with Layer Parallel
Gaussian Pyramid and Integral Image: Fig. 1.9 shows the
concept of the layer parallel Gaussian pyramid.

With this independent Gaussian filtering, we can compute
all scale layers in parallel and generate the DoG images on
demand. However, the merged kernel will become larger with
more kernels merged as shown in Fig. 1.9 which will demand
high computational complexity and storage. To solve this, we
use the integral image concept that can compute this large
kernel with constant time. By using integral image, no matter
what the kernel size is, we need only four points of
information and three additions, and reduce a lot of
computation. With this simple computation, we can compute
all scale layers in parallel without worry about the heavy
complexity and storage due to layer parallel computation. The
integral image works best for the box kernel, but the box
kernel results in inferior matching performance. Thus, we use
restructured box kernels to approach the performance by the
Gaussian filter. Take the first scale 5 ×5 box kernel in Fig.
4(c) as an example. Simplified Keypoint Localization with a
Brightness Threshold: SIFT uses Taylor expansion to exclude
the low contrast candidates, but Taylor expansion needs
complex computation. In practical, the low contrast
candidates almost have low brightness, too. Therefore, low
brightness candidates can be excluded according to this
threshold.

Fig 2. Architecture of the stage one
Fig 2.shows the architecture of the stage one, which applies
the noise smoothing to the input image and builds the integral
image for following filtering operations. With enough rows of
integral image, begin to compute scale images and
corresponding DoG images to find feature point candidates at
the same time.
2.1 STAGE TWO ARCHITECTURE

Threshold new =(2precision of DoG -1)*coefficientbright
2. STAGE ONE WITH ON-THE-FLY COMPUTATION
SCHEDULING
Fig 2.shows the architecture of the stage one, which applies
the noise smoothing to the input image and builds the integral
image for following filtering operations. With enough rows of
integral image, begin to compute scale images and
corresponding DoG images to find feature point candidates at
the same time.

Fig 2.1 Hardware architecture of the keypoint
localization.
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Fig. 2.1 shows the design of the keypoint localization after
obtaining the DoG. We can compute the feature point
candidate by examining conditions such as the local
maximum and minimum value, low brightness and edge
detection. Since all these conditions are independent to each
other, we can compute each condition simultaneously with a
flag bit to denote if it matches the feature point criteria. If all
flag bits are zeros, In this design, 19×19 pixels of integral
image will be fetched again to re-compute 15×15 information
of scale 1 since no scale image is stored. In this recomputation
step, we will compute one row at a time, and store the results
at the buffer.
2.2 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
Modelsim SE 6.3F
In this paper the modelsim software is used for simulation
and verification. ModelSim is a verification and simulation
tool for, Verilog, SystemVerilog, and mixed- language
designs. The best standards and platform support in the
industry make it easy to adopt in the majority of process and
tool flows. Model Technology’s award-winning Single
Kernel Simulation (SKS) technology enables transparent
mixing of Verilog in one design. ModelSim’s architecture
allows platform independent compile with the outstanding
performance of native compiled code. An easy-to-use
graphical user interface enables you to quickly identify and
debug problems, aided by dynamically updated windows. For
example, selecting a design region in the Structure window
automatically updates the Source, Signals, Process, and
Variables windows. These cross linked ModelSim windows
create a powerful easy-to-use debug environment. Once a
problem is found, can edit, recompile, and re-simulate without
leaving the simulator. Unified mixed language simulation
engine for the fastest regression suite throughput. Native
support of Verilog, SystemVerilog for design, and System C
for effective verification of the most sophisticated design
environments. Fast time-to-debug causality tracing and
Multilanguage debug environment. The basic simulation flow
is given by working libraries, Compile design files, Load and
run simulation, Debug results. ModelSim offers numerous
tools for debugging and analyzing the design. . The project
flow for Modelsim is given by Create a project, add files to
the project, compile the project, run the simulation, Debug the
results. Advanced code coverage and analysis tools for fast
time to coverage closure. ModelSim uses libraries in two
ways: 1) as a local working library that contains the compiled
version of other design; 2) as a resource library. The contents
of your working library will change as you update your design
and recompile. A resource library is typically static and serves
as a parts source for other design. It can create it's own
resource libraries, or they may be supplied by another design
team or a third party.
2.3 XILINIX ISE
Xilinx ISE 7.1i & Xilinx Platform Studio 7.1 are the
programming programming tools for the system. This is used
for generate RTL & FPGA schematic. This is used for create
logic design like micro blaze design XPS includes a Graphical
User Interface (GUI), along with a set of tools that aid in
project design. From the XPS GUI, you can design a complete
embedded processor system for implementation within a
Xilinx FPGA device.
Xilinx Platform Studio (XPS)

XPS is a part of the Xilinx Embedded Development Kit Kit
(EDK) and includes the Xilinx Platform Studio (XPS) GUI
and all tools run by the GUI to process hardware and software
system components.
2.4 RESULT ANALYSIS OF SIFT ARCHITECHTURE

Fig 2.4 Total equivalent gate count
The total equivalent gate count of the design is
reduced using Layer parallel Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (LSIFT) technique. The above figure describes
that the total equivalent gate count is reduced upto 8,88.

Fig 2.5 Simulated Output For SIFT Algorithm
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If the pixel network in coding matches the input in the
waveform the output is 1 otherwise the output is 0.
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